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ABSTRACT 
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1.  Introduction 
 
This report will provide a justification behind the ideas forming the 
foundations of this project, explain the aims and objectives of the 
project itself, and comment on how the project was executed as a 
whole. 

1.1  Statement of the problem/background 
 
In almost all cases, at some point in a student’s time at university, they 
will live in shared accommodation, whether it is in University managed 
halls, or a privately let property. Living in shared accommodation poses 
a unique set of problems that are often hard to cope with. As an 
example, a number of these problems are outlined below: 
 

• Shared bills can be problematic to split and manage. Keeping 
track of who has paid and who still owes money quickly 
becomes a problem and is often left to one member to deal 
with.  

• Household chores need to be divided fairly between the house 
members and again, more often than not the delegation of this 
work is left to one person, creating tension and awkward 
situations.  

• It is common for house members to lend each other money. For 
example, when one member pays for an online shop. Again this 
is difficult to keep track of.  

• Forward planning is often poor, and quarterly bills can take 
households by surprise.  

• Communication can often be an issue, as students have varying 
timetables so it can be hard to coordinate a time in which 
everyone is in the house together.  

• Motivating people to do their part in household chores can 
sometimes be very challenging.  

 

1.2  Relevance of domains 
 
The nature of this project is exceptionally interdisciplinary and therefore 
is relevant to numerous areas of a Multimedia and Digital Systems 
degree.   
 

1.2.1 Human Computer Interaction 
 
One of the largest domains pertinent to this project is Human 
Computer Interaction (HCI). A large portion of the project will include 
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the design and development of an intuitive graphical user interface. 
During this process it will be important to consider the principles of HCI 
to create an interface that is effective and simple to use. It is no 
exaggeration to state that the overall success of the project will greatly 
depend on this interface. 
 
To design effectively we will need to complete these four basic 
activities [1]: 
 

1. Identifying needs and establishing requirements. 
2. Developing alternative designs that meet those requirements. 
3. Building interactive versions of the designs so that they can be 

communicated and assessed. 
4. Evaluating what is being built throughout the process.  

 
Each of these activates are somewhat dependent on one another 
and are intended to be repeated iteratively.  
 

1.2.2 Programming Concepts and Software Architecture 
 
To complete the project a vast number of programming concepts and 
techniques will be required to create an application that works 
efficiently, reliably and with easy extensibility. In relation to this, a good 
knowledge of software architecture concepts such as model, view, 
controller will be needed to keep the application structure logical and 
to make sure it adheres to best practices in this field. 
 

1.2.3 Database Design 
 
The project will require a database to be carefully designed allowing 
data to be stored effectively, securely and efficiently. The entire 
application will be centered around the underlying database, so it is 
critical that this stage of development is given sufficient time and 
thought. 
 

1.2.4 Web Technologies 
 
Being a web based project it is obvious that web technologies will be 
used. These will include HTML, CSS, JavaScript, PHP and MySQL 
databases. Each of these technologies will be used in conjunction to 
produce the final application. Device compatibility and accessibility 
will need to be considered, and other web technologies may also be 
used if they are found to be useful during development. 
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A large part of the project will also involve server management and 
configuration, as well as making sure the application performance is 
optimised. 
 

1.2.5 Testing 
 
Testing should be an important component of any software 
development project and this is no exception. Testing will be required 
to ensure the application functions as intended, and will also help to 
identify usability issues during development. Test driven development 
will be utilised throughout development. 
 

1.3  Project Aims & Objectives 

The overall aim of this project is to build a tool that 
simplif ies and alleviates some of the problems faced 
by students l iving in shared accommodation.  
 
The achievement of this objective will involve the design, development 
and deployment of a web application. 
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2.  Professional Considerations 
 
This project will be completed in a professional manner, and to do this it 
is important to think about the implications the project can have, both 
during development and as a finished product used by the general 
public. 
 
This project should comply with the guidelines set by the British 
Computer Society in their code of conduct [2] [3]. 
 

2.1  Public Interest 
 
The application developed during this project is to be used by the 
public and therefore it is of upmost importance to keep their interests 
protected.  

2.1.1 Data Protection & User Security 
 
Due to the nature of this project it is inevitable that the application will 
need to store user data to function correctly.  
 
It is very important that an adequate level of clarity is provided to the 
user as to how their data will be used, stored and protected.  At no 
point during or after the development of the application will a user’s 
data be used in a way in which they haven’t consented. 
 
The application must also take the necessary precautions to protect 
user data and sensitive information, and where ever possible should 
avoid storing data that could be harmful to the user if it was accessed 
without authorisation. 
 
In the event that user data is compromised, it will be our responsibility 
to do the upmost to prevent further damage being caused, and users 
should be informed of exactly what data was taken and how it might 
affect them. 
 

2.1.2 Discrimination 
 
The application developed should in no way discriminate against its 
users on the grounds of sex, nationality, colour or any other condition.  
 
In addition, the product developed should avoid offending any parties 
through any means and should take into account alternative 
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interpretations of words, images and any other content in different 
cultures.  
 

2.2  Professional Competence and Integrity 
 
The application developed will not mislead its users in anyway. This 
means that any media relating to it, both within the application itself, in 
advertising materials, written descriptions or any other multimedia, 
should portray the application realistically. 
 
Put simply the users should not be mislead into thinking the application 
has features it does not, and likewise the features it does have should 
not be exaggerated. 
At the same time, users must not be mislead into completing an action 
that will lead to a personal or financial loss. 
 
The live site must adhere to all relevant UK laws regarding websites. 
These include but are not limited to: 
 

• The Data Protection Act 1998 
• Accessibility – The Disability Discrimination Act 1995 
• The Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations 

 
With regards to the Data Protection Act 1998 the web site will need to 
be registered with the Information Commissioner’s Office if it ever 
intends to produce a profit in anyway. This includes advertising, sales or 
any other form of income. Until this point it will not be required to 
register, as not for profit organisations are exempt. [4] 

2.3  Duty to Relevant Authority 
 
The application developed must in no way break any UK, or EU laws. In 
the same tone relevant requests of authorities should always be 
complied with where possible, and if not, a suitable solution should be 
devised to satisfy the needs of both parties.  
 
In the situation that an authority requires information about the 
application or anything relating to it, it will be important to take into 
account the possible lack of technical knowledge or understanding 
and compensate by communicating in a way that is understandable 
by all parties involved. 
 

2.4  Environmental Impact 
 
The application should aim to cause as little negative impact on the 
environment as possible. When making decisions relating to the 
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application the environmental consequences should be considered 
and where reasonably possible, the choice with the least 
environmental impact should be chosen. 
 
Basic principles such as recycling paper, and reducing waste will be 
used during the project. 
 
Scalable cloud hosting will be used to serve the website. This means 
that computing resources will only be used when required as the 
demand on the website increases. This should lead to an overall 
reduced energy consumption compared to using a standard server 
with specifications designed to handle the peak demands on a site 
that will only occur very rarely. 
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3.  Requirements Analysis 
 
Before any design can begin, it is important to hold a good 
understanding of what the application will need to do to satisfy the 
users’ needs.  
 
Due to the nature of application development, especially when 
following an agile development pattern, projects will often contain a 
number of pivot points where their purpose and features can 
sometimes completely change.  While a complete pivot is not 
expected for this project, it’s almost certain that some features may 
change during development, hopefully resulting in a better overall final 
product. 
 

3.1  Target Users  
 
The intended users of the application developed will be UK university 
students l iving in shared accommodation. More specifically 
privately rented shared accommodation; although those living in 
university managed accommodation may find some parts of the 
application useful as well. 
 
With this in mind, the age range of users will be 18 and up.  
 

3.2  Research Questionnaire 
 
To facilitate a better understanding of the target users an online 
questionnaire [5] was devised and sent out to the target user group. 
Details of the questionnaire and the results can be found in the 
appendices.  
 
In general, the results of the questionnaire reinforce the premises 
behind this project, and show that there is a clear need for an 
application aiding students living in shared accommodation. 71% of 
the students who took the survey answered yes when asked, “Would 
you find an online application helping to solve a number of the issues 
faced by students living in shared accommodation useful?”  
 
In Figure 1 we can see the results when participants were asked 
whether bills were left to one person to handle. The results here are 
conclusive and it is obvious that this is generally the case. Again this 
helps to validate the idea behind the project, and shows that the 
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application will be especially useful to the one person who is usually left 
to deal with bills. 

 
Figure 1 – A pie chart showing the proportion of answers given by questionnaire 
participants when asked whether they agree with the fol lowing statement: “It 
was usually left to one person to handle the payment and collection of money 
for household bi l ls .”  

 

 
Figure 2 – A pie chart showing the proportion of answers given by questionnaire 
participants when asked whether they agree with the fol lowing statement: 
“Household chores were spl it  fair ly between all  housemates.” 

Figure 2 clearly demonstrates the need for a chore management tool, 
with well over 50% of participants stating that household chores were 
not split fairly between housemates.  

Strongly 
Disagree 

4% 

Disagree 
4% 

Neutral 
7% 

Agree 
41% 

Strongly 
Agree 

44% 

It was usualy left to one person to hande the payment 
and collection of money for household bills. 

Strongly 
Disagree 

27% 

Disagree 
28% 

Neutral 
21% 

Agree 
21% 

Strongly Agree 
3% 

Household chores were split fairly 
between all housemates. 
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This chart is not quite as conclusive as Figure 1, probably because it will 
almost always be easier for one person to take control of bills, whereas 
how fairly chores are split will depend heavily on the personalities of 
people living together. Nevertheless Figure 2 still shows that a large 
proportion of households would find a way to manage their chores 
useful.  
 
One of the most useful questions asked within the questionnaire was 
“Can you think of any problems, issues or difficulties you have come 
across while living in shared accommodation?” An interesting array of 
answers were submitted to this question but a number of repeating 
themes occurred in the answers such as “People used my utensils 
without washing them up”, “People stole my food” and “The house 
became very dirty”. 
 
One participant replied, “Arguments often arose over who had last 
bought shared household items such as toilet roll and washing up 
liquid.” This is an interesting point as it is common practice for students 
to take it in turns when purchasing household items like these, and this 
is an area that would be simple to manage in a web application.  
 

3.3  Exist ing Solutions 
 
There are a number of existing tools that intend to solve some but not 
all of the issues faced by students living in shared accommodation, 
even if they are not specifically marketed that way. 
 
In particular, there are a large selection of bill splitting applications in 
existence, although most of them focus on splitting restaurant bills 
rather than any shared expense. Even though these solutions are not 
specifically aimed at students, it is still worthwhile to analyse the way 
they work and highlight some of their strengths and weaknesses. 
 
On top of this, there are a vast number of list making applications that 
are relevant to the chores and task management element of this 
project. 
 
If used in combination, these applications would provide most of the 
functionality that this project intends to contain in one place, so it is 
important to look at how these existing applications work, and learn 
from them. 
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3.3.1 WeSplit. it 
 

 
 
WeSplit.it [6] is an expense tracking web app. It is interesting to this 
project because it allows you to create “groups” that in a sense work 
like a “house” will do in this project. Uniquely WeSplit.it market 
themselves as a great tool for roommates so it is especially relevant to 
this project.  
 
Users can be invited to a group and then group bills can be recorded 
and split.  
 
The interface looks slightly dated, but is not difficult to use and 
understand. Interestingly they allow you to add a due date to 
expenses. This is a handy feature, but one which should be optional. It 
could easily be built upon by sending out automatic reminders when 
the due date is close. 
 
The application allows you to sign up and sign in using your Facebook 
account. This is an excellent feature and will lead to a higher sign up 
percentage by allowing users to bypass long sign up forms.  
 

Figure 3 -The WeSplit. it  dashboard 
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Figure 4 - The WeSplit. it  expense window. 

To add an expense a new window appears in a “lightbox”. From there 
you can add details about the expense and specify how it is split. By 
keeping input forms like this in modal boxes it reduces clutter on the 
pages, and creates a clear path for the user to follow. 
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3.3.2 SpotMe 
 
SpotMe [7] is a mobile application designed to help people split bills.  
 
The application also enables users to record when they have borrowed 
money from other users. This feature seems somewhat redundant, as 
the borrowing could simply be recorded as an expense for the user 
lending the money. 
 

 
 
Figure 5 – The SpotMe home screen, and bil l  interface. 

While the application works well, and is effective at splitting bills, it lacks 
a number of the more student specific features that the application 
developed during this project will include. For example there is no way 
to record recurring bills and set reminders.  
 

3.3.3 Wunderl ist 
 
Wunderlist [8] is a web, mobile and desktop application allowing the 
user to create and manage to do lists and so has a number of features 
that are relevant to the chore and task management area of this 
project. 
 
The application is extremely well designed, and adding and managing 
tasks is intuitive and fun. 
 
Tasks can be dragged around and rearranged. The web version of 
Wunderlist relies heavily on JavaScript to achieve these effects, as well 
as implementing AJAX addition and editing of tasks to avoid un-
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necessary page reloads.  This makes a slick user experience and is 
something that should be emulated in this project. 
 

 
Figure 6 - The Wunderl ist interface showing a l ist with uncompleted and 
completed items. 
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3.3.4 Apple Calendar 
 
Apple Calendar is bundled with OS X, Apple’s operating system and 
therefore has an extremely large user base.  The application is mainly 
used as a calendar for scheduling events and work but also includes a 
reminder function. 
 
This application is relevant to the calendar portion of this project for 
obvious reasons.  In the month view small text labels represent events 
on the day they occur. Apple makes use of different colours to 
differentiate between events from unique calendars. This is a feature 
that could be used during this project to quickly identify upcoming 
recurring bills, from user submitted events placed in the calendar.  
 

 
Figure 7 - The month overview in Apple Calendar 
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3.4  Personas 
 
Personas are a useful way to communicate the typical “types” of user 
an application may have. The following personas are examples of 
typical users based on the research so far. 
 
Name Dan Barwick 
Age 21 
Description Dan is an English student in his final year of University at 

University College London. Dan is extremely organised 
and is expecting to finish his degree with a first. He lives 
with 4 other male students in a fairly modern flat in 
central London. 
 
Dan is great at managing his finances, but wishes he 
could say the same for his housemates. It is not unusual 
for Dan to receive a call from the estate agents 
informing him that one or more of his housemates have 
missed their rent. If it was not for Dan, none of the house 
bills would ever get paid, the house would have no 
internet, and the kitchen would be dirtier than a landfill 
site. 
 
Dan doesn’t resent being the “organised one”, but it 
does cause him un-needed stress on top of his university 
work.  

Needs • A way of offloading some household 
responsibilities to other people.  

• An uncomplicated way to remind housemates of 
upcoming bills. 

• More time for university work. 
• Someone else to clean the kitchen! 

 
Name Claudia Matthews 
Age 23 
Description Claudia is studying a Masters in Anthropology. She lives 

in a house with 2 girls and 1 boy, all of which are younger 
than her. 
 
The house generally gets along very well, but Claudia is 
aware of the extra workload she has compared to her 
housemates who are all undergraduates. Wherever 
feasible the housemates try to split responsibilities evenly, 
but one housemate in particular always seems to avoid 
contributing. 
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Claudia and her house often do online grocery shops 
together to save on delivery costs. This means one 
person will pay on their debit card. Housemates will then 
pay each other back but sometimes they forget the 
exact amount they owe each other. 

Needs • A way to motivate the one lazy person. 
• An easy way to split and remember the costs of 

online grocery shops. 
 
Name John Bernard 
Age 21 
Description John is studying sports science and leads an extremely 

social life. He is out partying at least 3 times a week, and 
when he is not at university you can probably find him in 
the Gym working out. 
 
John’s room is usually very messy and he doesn’t see 
that as a problem. He does not appreciate cleaning up, 
and thinks that he could be doing much better things 
with his time. 
 
John’s money management is not great either, and he 
finds it hard to keep track of where his money is going. 
 
John is aware that his messiness and poor money 
management can sometimes be annoying to his 
housemates, but he does not do it deliberately and is 
happy to tidy up if asked. 

Needs • Motivation to tidy up 
• A way to see upcoming bills and expenses well in 

advance without the need for his housemates to 
pester him. 
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3.5  Use Case Diagrams 
 
Use case diagrams for the main functions of the application can be 

seen below. 
 
 
 

Figure 8 – This Diagram shows the typical activit ies a user wil l  complete when using the shared expense area 
of the application, and how the activit ies the system wil l  need to complete as a result of some user actions. 
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9Figure 9 – This use case diagram shows the typical activit ies a user wil l  complete when recording a 
payment to sett le a debt, and the activit ies performed by the system as a result.  

F igure 10 – This use case diagram shows the activit ies a user wil l  perform when using the Chores & Task 
management area of the application. 
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3.5.1 Technologies  
 
The application produced will rely on a number of technologies 
working in conjunction to achieve success.  
 

3.5.1.1 Hosting 
 
The application will be hosted using scalable cloud hosting. In 
particular the hosting service used will be Pagoda Box [9], and object 
oriented hosting framework.  
 
The benefits of using cloud hosting to serve a web application are 
numerous. Firstly, and most importantly cloud hosting provides flexibility 
that cannot be delivered by a single server setup.  Extra resources such 
as caches, instances of the application and databases can be 
implemented at any time to cope with peaks in traffic, or increased 
traffic as the site becomes more popular. This saves on purchasing over 
the top, powerful standard hosting to accommodate the peak traffic 
of a site, but wasting that extra power the other 90% of the time. 
 

Figure 11 – This use case diagram shows the typical activit ies a user wil l  perform when managing 
recurr ing bi l ls  using the system. 
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One other reason Pagoda Box has been chosen as the platform is due 
to Git deployment.  Instead of deploying site changes conventionally 
using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Pagoda Box and a number of 
other services implement site updates by committing changes and 
pushing to the remote repository through Git version control. This has a 
number of advantages, firstly Git is a versatile and useful version control 
system great for keeping track of regularly changing codebases. 
Secondly, hooks can be run before and after each commit. This allows 
clever automation of frequent tasks such as performing new database 
migrations after a commit, or clearing caches. Finally it also permits 
instant rollbacks if an update causes issues.  
 

3.5.1.2 Backend Framework 
 
The backend of the website will be built upon a PHP framework called 
Laravel [10]. Laravel has a number of excellent features perfectly 
suited to creating a web application such as this. For example, Laravel 
has easy to use built in authentication functions that make logging in 
and logging out users a simple process.  
 
Laravel also makes use of a robust migration engine for handling 
alterations to the database. The Laravel migration system allows you to 
keep databases in sync across environments, and rollback changes if 
needed. [11] Laravel also provides a great deal of abstraction when 
working with the database. Using a system called Eloquent Object-
Relational Mapping (Eloquent ORM) Laravel maps a model to each 
table in the database. This means that without much extra work, the 
way records are interacted with and added is kept the same 
regardless of the underlying database system. This offers a lot of 
flexibility and means that in theory you can completely change the 
database system with relative ease. Although not immediately 
beneficial, this flexibility could become incredibly useful as the 
application matures.   
 
Finally, amongst Laravel’s many other great features, it also supports 
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) which will become tremendously 
useful when creating API’s or for providing an interface for mobile 
applications to interact with, and utilising AJAX functionality. 
 

3.5.1.3 Front End 
 
Unsurprisingly the front end of the web application will be coded using 
HTML 5 and CSS 3. JavaScript will be used to add extra functionality, 
and in particular the JavaScript framework jQuery [12] will be used to 
add animations and handle AJAX requests. Using AJAX will improve the 
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user experience by removing the need for page reloads after data has 
changed. 
 
Although CSS 3 will be used to handle the styling of the site, the CSS 
Pre-processor SASS [13] will be used to aid CSS development. CSS pre-
processors extend the functionality of CSS by adding features more 
commonly associated with a programming language such as 
variables, operations and functions. This can speed up development 
time significantly and helps to reduce repeated code.
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3.6  User & System Requirements Definit ion 
 
To aid clarity the user requirements have been split into functional and 
non-functional requirements. The user requirements have been written 
above the system requirements in bold italics. 
 

3.6.1 Functional Requirements 
 

3.6.1.1 General Web Application Requirements 
 
Below are the requirements relating to the general functionality of the 
web application. 
 
1.  The application should allow users to sign up and create 
an account. 
1.1 To sign up, users will be required to choose a unique username, 
enter a valid email address, enter their first and last names, and chose 
a password. 
1.2 These details will be entered using a standard web form. 
1.3 Users will receive a welcome email once they have signed up. 
 
2. The application should provide users with a way to delete 
their account. 
2.1 There will be an area in the users account settings pages allowing 
for account deletion. 
2.2 The user will be warned repeatedly that deleting is permanent and 
all data relating to them will be lost. 
2.3 On confirming their account deletion all data related to that user 
will be removed from the database, along with any media the user has 
uploaded to the site. 
2.4 After deletion the user will be presented with a confirmation page. 
 
3. The application should provide users with a way to 
manage their account and the data related to it.  
3.1 Users will be able to visit an account page where they can update 
their profile picture, change their password and change their email 
address. 
3.2 On the same page users will be able to specify other application 
settings such as whether they want to accept payment for debt 
through PayPal. 
 
4. The application should provide users with a way to report 
issues and problems. 
4.1 The users will be presented with a web form where they can write a 
description of their issues. 
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4.2 Users will be given the option to upload a screenshot with their 
account making it easier to identify and explain issues. 
4.3 After submission users will be thanked for reporting a problem. 
 
5. The application should provide users with a way to request 
features and improvements. 
5.1 Users will be presented with a web form where they can describe a 
feature request or improvement. 
5.2 On submission of the form the user will be thanked for their 
contribution. 
 
6. The application should provide users with a way to 
recover lost passwords. 
6.1 On clicking “Forgot password”, as user will be prompted to enter 
either their username, or the email address they have linked to their 
account.  
6.2 An email containing a reset link will then be sent to the email 
attached to their account. 
 

3.6.1.2 Shared Expense Managing Requirements 
 
Below are the requirements relating to how the application should 
allow users to manage shared expenses. 
 
1. Users should be able to record shared expenses, and 
expenses they have paid for on behalf of another house 
member or all house members. 
1.1 Users should be able to enter the total amount for the expense. 
1.2 Users will be able to add a text description to the expense. 
1.3 Users will be able to specify whether the expense is split equally 
between all house members and if not, they will be able to explicitly 
specify how much each house member owes.  
1.4 Users will be able to specify whether an expense is split between all 
or some of the house members. 
 
2. Users should be able to see the shared expenses of al l  
house members. 
2.1 Users will be presented with a list in chronological order of expenses. 
2.2 Users should be able to filter this list by house member. 
 
3. Users should be able see which house members owe them 
money, and for what expense. 
3.1 Users will be presented with a balance for each house member 
highlighting how much money they are owed if any. 
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3.2 If money is owed, users should be able to see what the money is 
owed to them for. With this in mind, a list of debts relating to each of 
the expenses added should be visible. 
 
4. Users should be able to see which house members they 
owe money to, and for which expense. 
4.1 Users should be presented with a balance for each house member 
highlighting whether or not they owe them any money.  
4.2 Users should be able to see a list of their debts relating to each 
expense. 
 
5. Users should be able to edit or delete recorded expenses. 
5.1 On deletion of an expense all corresponding debts should be 
deleted, and users balances updated to reflect the change. 
5.2 All details of an expense should be editable. If the total amount of 
an expense is edited, corresponding debts and balances will be 
updated to reflect the change. 

 
6.Users should be able to see a cumulative total of the 
money they owe and are owed. 

 
7. Users should be provided with a way to remind other 
house members of their debts. 
7.1 An email should be sent to the users in debt on request informing 
them of how much they owe and for what. 
 

3.6.1.3 House setup and management Requirements 
 
Requirements relating to how a user can setup and manage an online 
representation of their house can be found below: 
 
1. Users should be able to create a “house” in which their 
real l i fe house members can then be invited to join. 
1.1 Users will be able to enter a name for their house. 
1.2 Users will optionally be able to enter an address for their house. 

 
2. Users should be able invite house members to signup with 
the application, and then join their house. 
2.1 Users will be able to enter the email addresses of fellow housemates 
who will then be sent an email and prompted to sign up. Once they 
have signed up they will be automatically assigned to the existing 
house. 

 
3. Users should be able to remove users from their “house”. 
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3.1 Users will be able to initiate the removal of a house member from 
the house. This will then need to be confirmed by the member being 
removed before happening. 
3.2 A house member will be able to remove himself or herself with 
confirmation from at least one other house member. 
 
4. Users should be able to edit their house details. 
4.1 Users will be able to change their house name and address using a 
form. 

3.6.1.4 Recurring Bi l ls 
 
Below are the requirements for recording and managing household 
recurring bills. 
 
1. A user should be able to record a recurring bil l . 
1.1 The bill will be given a name. 
1.2 If known the amount the bill will be should be recorded. 
1.3 Users will be able to specify how often the bill occurs. E.g. weekly, 
monthly, quarterly etc. 
1.4 Users will be able to specify the next date the bill is due on. 
 
2. The application should remind the users about an 
upcoming recurring bil l  in advance. 
2.1 Users will be able to specify how far in advance they want to be 
reminded of upcoming bills. 
2.2 Upcoming bills will be highlighted in the application. 
2.3 Emails will be sent out to all house members reminding them of 
upcoming bills. 
 
3. Users should be able to see a history of their household 
bil ls. 
3.1 Users will be able to see a list of previous bills. 
3.2 If the bill amount was not known beforehand, users will be able to 
input the real amount after the bill arrives. 
3.3 Users will be able to see a monthly bill total. 

 
4. Users should be able to delete recorded recurring bil ls. 
4.1 Recurring bills can be removed. Doing so does not remove the 
history of old bills that have already passed, but prevents users being 
reminded of new, upcoming bills. 
 

3.6.1.5 Chores and Tasks 
 
The application will provide users with a way to fairly manage 
household chores and tasks. 
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1. Users should be able to add a l ist of repeating household 
chores and tasks. 
1.1 The tasks should be given a text description. 
1.2 Users should be able to define how often a task recurs, e.g. Weekly, 
monthly, on a specific date. 
1.3 Users should be able to specify which house members are required 
to complete the task. 
1.4 Users should be able to specify how many house members are 
needed to complete the task each time. 
 
2. Uses should be able to delete and edit chores and tasks 
that have been entered. 
2.1 Users will be able to change a tasks description. 
2.2 Users will be able to change how often and when a task recurs. 

 
3. The system should fair ly assign these tasks to house 
members on a rotating basis. 
3.1 The order that users are assigned tasks will be chosen using the 
alphabetic ordering of their username. 

 
4. Users should be reminded of upcoming chores or tasks that 
have been assigned to them.  
4.1 An email will be sent out 2 days before, and on the day that the 
task is due to be completed. 
4.2 Users will also be notified through the web application that they are 
due to complete a task. 
 
5. Users should be able to record once a task has been 
completed. 

 
6. Users should be able to report another user for not 
completing a task. 
6.1 An email will be sent to the user, and if the household has opted 
into the forfeit system they will be punished. 
  
7. A household should be able to opt-in to a punishment or 
forfeit system that wil l  reprimand users for not completing 
their assigned tasks. 
7.1 Users will be able to connect their Facebook or Twitter accounts 
and have the application post a status on their behalf naming and 
shaming them. 
7.2 Users could be issued a monetary fine that is paid into a house pot. 
 

3.6.1.6 Calendar 
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The application should provide the users with a centralised household 
calendar. The user requirements for this calendar can be seen below. 
 
1. The user should be able to add house events to the 
calendar that are viewable by all house members. 
1.1 The events will have a title. 
1.2 The events will have an optional description. 
1.3 The events will have a time and date. 
1.4 The events will have duration. 
1.5 Users will be able to choose whether they want house members to 
be reminded about an upcoming event. 
 
2. The user should be able to view the calendar in, monthly, 
weekly and day views. 
 
3. Past expenses, past and upcoming household bil ls and 
upcoming chores should be visible when looking at the 
calendar. 
 
4. Users should have the option of adding their University 
t imetable to the calendar.  
 
5. Users should be able to identify which house members 
added an event to the calendar. 
 

3.6.1.7 Payments 
 
The web application should give users the opportunity to record 
payments made to settle debts. 
 
1. Users should be able to record payments made to settle 
debts to other housemates. 
1.1 Text details of what the payment is for should be recorded. 
1.2 The total amount paid should be recorded. 
1.3 After recording a payment balances should be recalculated to 
reflect the payment. 
 
2. Users should be able to delete and edit recorded 
payments. 
2.1 On deleting a payment record balances should be recalculated. 
2.2 On updating the amount paid on a payment record balances 
should be recalculated.  

 
3. Users should be able to dispute payments that they 
believe they have not received. 
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3.1 After activating a dispute the user will who recorded the payment 
will be notified. 
3.2 After activating a dispute that payment’s total will no longer be 
considered while calculating balances.  
3.3 Once the issue is resolved the payment can be either deleted, or 
marked as resolved and it will then again be taken into account when 
calculating balances. 
 
4. Users should be given the option o accept payments, and 
make them using PayPal. 
4.1 If the user in question has specified that they want to allow 
receiving payments through PayPal users will be able to do so. The 
PayPal API will be used to initiate a transfer between accounts that 
incurs no fees as long as the user has a bank account linked to their 
PayPal account. 
 
5. Users should be able to see all past payments they have 
made.  
 

3.6.1.8 Household Items 
 
There are some items required for living in a shared house that are 
needed by everyone. The application should provide a way for house 
members to fairly manage the purchase and renewal of these items. 
 
1. Users should be able to add a l ist of repeatedly needed 
household items such as toi let paper or soap etc. 
 
2. The application should provide the users with a rota 
specifying whose turn it is to buy an item next. 
 
3. Users should be able to highlight when an item is needed 
and the user required to make the purchase wil l  be notif ied. 
3.1 When an item is marked as needed the user whose turn it is to 
purchase the item will be notified. 
 
4. Users should be able notify the system once they have 
purchased an item. 
4.1 Once someone notifies the system that they have purchased an 
item, the rota will then move forward to the next person. 
 

3.6.1.9 Message Board 
 
The application should provide a centralised point of navigation for 
members of a house. 
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1. Users should be able to post notes to a message board 
that wil l  be visible to all other house members. 
1.1 The notes will consist of simple text. 
 
2. Users should be able to reply to notes posted. 
2.1 All comments made on the note should be visible. 
 
3. Users should be able to delete notes. 
 
4. Users should be able to set an expiry date for notes so that 
they are removed from the board automatically after a 
certain period of t ime. 
 

3.6.2 Non-functional Requirements 
 
1. The web application should work in Internet Explorer 9+, 
Google Chrome, Mozil la Firefox and Safari. 
 
2. The site should be responsive all the way down to a mobile 
screen resolution.  
2.1 The minimum screen resolution supported will be 320x480 pixels. 
 
3. The website should run smoothly even on lower powered 
devices. 
3.1 An iPad 2 should be able to render the website without trouble. 
 
4. Page load time should be kept to a minimum to reduce 
the bandwidth required by users. 
4.1 Page load time should be under 10 seconds on a 60mb 
connection. 
 
5. The graphical user interface should be unintimidating and 
easy to use. 
The design must be clean and pleasing to the eye. 
5.1 A minimum font size of 10px should be used.  
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4.  Project Plan 
 
The project we completed in a number of logical stages shown clearly 
in Figure 12. Throughout the project the dates in this Gantt chart will be 
considered as deadlines and where ever possible work will be 
completed before the deadline day. 
 
In the event that the project falls behind schedule the Gantt chart will 
be revaluated and adjustments made. 
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Figure 12 - A project overview Gantt chart showing the main stages of the project and the t ime periods they should be completed in. Please note that some 
of these areas have already been completed such as Project Proposal, Research and the Interim Report. 
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Figure 13 – An expanded Gantt chart showing the design phase of the project in more detail . 
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Figure 14 – An expanded Gantt chart showing in more detail  the development phase of the project.  
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5.  Init ial Design 
 
Before the main development phase began, initial design was 
completed to set the overall tone of the project. 
 

5.1  Branding 
 
Before beginning any of the other design, it was decided that 
branding for the project should be created first. This was important, as 
much of the latter design would be dependent on the initial branding. 
 
First and foremost, a name needed to be chosen. This is often one of 
the most difficult parts of starting a project, but it is critical to get it right. 
People will often judge a product solely by its name, so choosing a 
name that is either too boring, hard to remember or confusing could 
spell disaster for the project before it has even begun. 
 
A number of brainstorms were conducted to search for a name that 
was memorable, relevant and unique. It was also decided that the 
chosen name should be a few degrees of separation away from the 
products purpose. This would prevent dull names such as ‘Student 
House Manager” from being chosen, that although descriptive would 
not make suitable names.  
 
A number of names that were close to being chosen can be seen 
below: 
 

• House Mouse 
• Iglu 
• Campsite 
• Roost 
• Flock 

 
Eventually Roost was chosen because it is unique, easy to remember 
and still bears relevance to the project via the link to a bird’s nest, 
which is a little like a house. 
 
Once Roost had been chosen as the name, work began on designing 
an appropriate logo and branding for the product. Rough ideas were 
initially very quickly sketched with pen and paper, and once a number 
of ideas had been generated, they were taken further in Photoshop. 
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Figure 10 - Quick init ial sketches of logo ideas 
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Figure 11 - Test ing different ideas in Photoshop 

After developing a number 
of the prelimary ideas 
further in Photoshop, the 
final logo was picked for its 
character, versatility and 
strong shapes. 
 
This logo would work well 
both in black and white, 
and colour, and could 
easily be reconfigured to a 
horizontal setup with the 
type to the side of the 
house.  
 
Delighted with the design 
of the logo, it was then 
time to think about 
colouring.  To choose a 
suitable primary colour 
scheme variations of the 
logo were created in an 
array of colour 
combinations. Rather 
informally the choices were 
then posted on social 
media sites to gather 
feedback. 
 
Quite unanimously the 
colour combination you 
can see above was 
chosen. This was a sensible 
decision as it had the best 
contrast and the colours 
are fairly neutral and will 
not offend anybody.  
 
The other colour variations 
tested can be seen on the 
following page. 
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Figure 12 - Logo colour variations. The top centre logo was picked as the 
favourite 

5.2  Wire framing & UX Design 
 
When first creating ideas for the design of a website, application or any 
other interface one of the best ways to generate and iterate ideas 
quickly and efficiently is the production of wireframes. These block out 
the main areas of an interface and are annotated to add extra detail.  
 
Wireframes were created for all of the main sections of the site, and 
extra attention was paid to try and keep a consistent visual style and 
hierarchy throughout. This would ensure a good user experience and 
should prevent the user getting confused due to inconsistencies.  
 
A selection of the wireframes produced can be seen below. Please 
take note of their annotations for extra information. 
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Figure 13 - A wireframe depicting the dashboard area of the site. 
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Figure 14 - A wireframe explaining the Chores and Tasks section of the site 
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Figure 15 - A wireframe of the calendar section of the site 
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Figure 16 - A wireframe showing how the expenses form might work. 
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Figure 17 - Wireframing of the message board section. 
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Figure 18 - Wireframing of the expenses page 
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Figure 19 - A wireframe explaining how the log in and sign up forms could work. 
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Figure 20 - A s imple wireframe showing how notif ications could work, and a total debts 
graph. 
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Figure 21 - A wireframe of the landing page for the site. This is  not part of the application 
itself,  but instead is the page that needs to explain and sel l  the application. 
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During this wireframing phase it also became useful to prototype some 
of these ideas in HTML and CSS with minimal styling.  This allowed the 
ideas to be tested in a more realistic environment. 
 

 
Figure 22 - An early HTML & CSS prototype testing a possible layout. Using the CSS 
framework Bootstrap made prototypes such as these quick to make and test. 

 
After experimenting it was clear that containing parts of the site in 
consistent panels was a great way of encapsulating the data and 
dividing parts of a page consistently. 
 
The next step was to create a number of high fidelity mockups in 
Photoshop that would give a more accurate feeling for what the final 
site might look like. A Photoshop mockup of the site dashboard can be 
seen below. It is interesting to note how the current design has 
progressed from this mockup. 
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Figure 23 - The init ial Photoshop mockup of the site Dashboard. Since this init ial 
mockup the design has been refined to include better typography, and a 
number of other subtle aesthetic tweaks that give a more polished feel.
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5.2.1 Final Comments on the Init ial Design 
 
The site will include a number of key areas or tools with different 
responsibilities. For this reason a site wide sidebar with links to each of 
the sections seems to be an effective and clear navigation system. 
 
The sidebar will be fixed to the left of the screen while the rest of the 
site will expand to fill the remaining screen space. On a smaller device 
such as a mobile the sidebar should be hidden until a button is pressed 
to reveal it, and the ‘panelled’ sections in the main site area will 
rearrange one under the other.  
 
More and more Internet traffic is being produced by mobiles and 
portable devices, so it is a big asset for a site to work natively on 
portable devices. 

5.3  Init ial Database Structure & UML 
 
Once again it must be reiterated that because this project is following 
an agile development style, with multiple sprints and iterations, the 
following UML diagrams do not represent the ultimate state of the 
application, only the starting point from which it could be built upon. 
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In this early entity relationship diagram an early iteration of the 
database structure can be seen. There are a number of tables missing 
here that were not included in the initial designs because it was 
decided that development should begin on the most complicated 
areas first. Other sections such as messaging and tasks would be 
relatively simple to implement compared to expenses etc.

Figure 24 - An early Entity Relationship diagram representing tables in the database. 
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6.  Design & Development 
 
From a design and development point of view, the overriding aim of 
this project was to develop a web application that works effectively, 
but also makes use of best practices, good architecture and allows for 
easy extensibility. Even though initially the project will be relatively small 
scale, it needed to look forward to the future and allow for scalability, 
implementing features enabling it to work as a large-scale, high traffic 
web application. 
 

6.1  Agile Development with TDD 
 
Agile was picked as the development strategy as it has a number of 
benefits that make it a good fit for a project such as this. 
 
Agile promotes quick but efficient development through regular small 
and incremental releases. A side effect of this is to reduce the risk of 
problems caused by deployment as each iteration should not make a 
huge change to the codebase, and if a problem does arise it should 
be quick to fix. 
 
Agile also is an extremely flexible development pattern. There is no 
need for subsequent sprints to be directly related to each other, 
meaning that it gives the developer to work on one feature and 
another completely different feature in the next sprint if they feel that is 
the most effective course of actions.  
 
Test Driven Development was used throughout the development cycle 
and works perfectly agile development. Whenever a sprint is taking 
place, and a new feature is introduced, tests would be written first, and 
then the feature developed. This ensures excellent code quality and 
prevents new features from breaking old code. A new sprint would only 
be started once all the previous unit tests are passing. 
 

6.1.1 Allowing for dependency injection 
 
A big challenge of using test driven development is making sure that 
your code is testable. One of the key principles of writing good unit 
tests is that one test should not depend on another. This can be quite a 
challenge in an application that has a lot of relationships between 
classes. 
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The best solution to circumnavigate this issue is through dependency 
injection. This is the process of inserting the other classes one class 
makes use of into it at instantiation.  This doesn’t directly solve the 
testing issue, but what it does allow us to do is inject mock versions of 
these dependencies into our classes during tests. We can almost be 
certain that these mocks will work in the way expected so the 
dependency on the other class is now removed. 
 
The best way to explain this is with examples, so below are a few 
excerpts from Roost’s code highlighting dependency injection and 
mocking in action. 
 

 
Figure 25 - Dependency injection in the Bi l lsControl ler 

In figure 25 above, we can see the opening of the BillsController class. 
This class is responsible for moving any data related to bills around the 
application and providing the user with a response.  
 
In this excerpt we can see the class’s constructor method, and just 
before that two protected variables are created. When the 
BillsController is first instantiated, Laravel’s inversion of control container 
(IoC container) will automatically create an instance of the Bill and 
BillAmount models and pass them into the controller’s constructor 
setting the protected variables.  
 
Now in the controller, whenever a Bill or BillAmount is required it can 
now be used without instantiating it within the function like so: 
 

 
Figure 26 -  Making use of the Bi l l  model after dependency injection 

as opposed to doing this: 
 

 
Figure 27 - Using the Bi l l  model without dependency injection 
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This now allows the Bill and BillAmount models to swapped out for a 
mock during testing. A great example is the test checking the 
BillsController works when the user is trying to create a new Bill with valid 
data. It is important that this test only concerns the working of the 
controller, and should pass even if the implementation of Bill is 
completely broken. (The Bill model should have its own tests) 
 

 
Figure 28 - Unit test code checking that the Bi l lControl ler works correctly when 
the user is trying to create a bi l l .  

The relevant parts of the above code lie on lines 28 and 29, and 40. On 
lines 28 and 29 with a creating are creating a mock of the Bill model 
using the PHP library Mockery, and then replacing all instances of the 
Bill class in the IoC container.  
 
Then on line 40 the new mocked class is told what to expect during the 
execution of the test, and what to do. So, in plain English, during the 
test the Bill mock should expect to receive a call to its store method 
once and do nothing. This bypasses the actual implementation of the 
store method, but checks that the controller is working as expected, 
and if the store method is not called at all, or is called more than once 
the test will fail. Due to this implementation this test is not dependent on 
the Bill model. 
 
Dependency injection also has a number of additional benefits besides 
allowing for easier testing. The biggest is that it allows you to swap 
implementations of class extremely easily without changing a huge 
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amount of code. For instance, it might be desirable to swap 
application’s database implementation part way through its life cycle. 
In this situation you could simply write a new implementation of your 
model, and inject this new version into classes that use it. This would 
save a huge amount of find and replace searching for points in your 
code where the old implementation was instantiated with the new 
keyword.  

6.2  Application Architecture 
 
Application architecture is fundamental to quality code that is 
understandable and maintainable. Using Laravel is the backend 
framework encourages the user of a Model View Controller 
architecture, but like a lot of frameworks, it does not force you into this 
scheme, and will the application will still function perfectly if you place 
code that should be in a model in a controller for example. Of course 
this is not ideal so it was important to during development to stay strict 
and focus on keeping code divided logically. 

6.2.1 Code Style & Consistency 
 
For large applications using a consistent coding style and layout can 
improve readability of the code, and therefore comprehension making 
it easier for other developers to come into a project midway and 
understand what they are looking at. 
 
For these reasons the PHP code written during this project would follow 
the PSR-1 and PSR-2 code style guides created by the PHP Framework 
Interop Group (PHP-FIG)[14]. 

6.2.2 Version Control 
 
When working with a large codebase, even a small change to the 
code can have undesired side effects. Without any kind of version 
control implemented it might be challenging to find where these 
problems were introduced making them hard to fix. 
 
For this reason as well as the many other benefits of using version 
control to track changes in a project, Git version control has been used 
throughout. 
 
Git has also played a crucial part in the deployment of the application, 
but this will be covered further later in this report. 

6.2.3 S.O.L.I.D Design Principles 
 
SOLID is a mnemonic and stands for: 
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• Single Responsibility  
• Open Closed 
• Liskov Substitution 
• Interface Segregation 
• Dependency Inversion 

 
These five principles relate to object oriented design, and when 
combined together should encourage the development of an 
application that is maintainable and extendable. [15] 
 
It should be noted that these are simply principles and not rules, and 
present the best possible solution in an ideal world while not always 
achievable. With this in mind, the SOLID design principles were used as 
goal posts while programming in this project. A few brief examples of 
these rules in action can be seen below. 
 

6.2.3.1 Single Responsibil ity 
 
“A class or function should only have one responsibility” [16] 
 
This principle helps to keep object-oriented code logically structured 
and in turn should make debugging, maintaining and extending all 
easier.  
 
A practical example would be that the User model should only include 
functions that a related to Users, it should include any way to alter 
photos, messages or any other part of the application. 
 
Single responsibility should also be applied to functions. A function 
updating a user’s email address should do that and nothing else. This 
helps to keep the length of functions in code to a minimum, improving 
their readability.  
 

 
Figure 29 - The store function of BI l lControl ler 
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In figure 29 above we can see the single responsibility principle in 
action within the store function of the BillController class. Here the 
function has no understanding of how a bill is actually stored, that is left 
to the bill model, instead its only concerned with passing the bill model 
that data to store and returning a response to the user.  
 
This keeps the function short and readable. 

6.2.3.2 Open Closed 
 
“Classes should be open for extension, but closed to modification” [17] 
 
This principle aims to prevent breakages and code rot caused by 
modifying existing code. While this is not always achievable, it forces 
you to plan ahead for extension. A great way to implement this is 
through the use of interfaces. 
 
One of example of the open closed principle in this project is the 
implementation of remindable classes. These are classes that have the 
ability to trigger a reminder email to be sent.  
 
In early versions of the application, the SendReminders command 
would retrieve the reminders stored in the database, and then use a 
switch statement to determine what type of reminder they are, and 
build data to send in the email. This is poor design, as it meant that 
whenever a new remindable class was created, another case would 
need to be added to the switch statement in the SendReminders 
command. The SendReminders command was not closed to 
modification.  
 
To improve this situation, a Reminable interface was created that 
would be implemented by any class capable of triggering reminder 
emails. This interface can be seen below: 
 

 
Figure 30 - The Remindable interface 

Now that classes capable of triggering reminder emails implement this 
interface, the SendReminders command no longer needs to be aware 
of what kind of reminders it is sending, as it can be sure that the type 
will always have a buildReminderEmail function that can generate the 
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data for the email. This removes the need for the switch statement and 
means that adding a new remindable type is as simple as 
implementing the Remindable interface in the new class. The code is 
now open for extension, but closed to modification. 
 

6.2.3.3 The Liskov Substitution Principle 
 
“The Liskov substitution principle states that any implementation of an 
abstraction or interface should be substitutable anywhere that 
abstraction is accepted.” [18] 
 
This principle can again be demonstrated by our implementation of 
remindable classes.  We make sure that the buildReminderEmail 
function implemented by these classes always returns an array. This 
means that one class implementing the buildReminderEmail function 
can always be used in place of another. 
 

6.2.3.4 Interface Segregation   
 
“A class should not be forced to implement an interface containing 
functions it will never user.” [19] 
 
This principle can almost be regarded as the implementation of the 
single responsibility principle applied to interfaces. If we ever find 
ourselves in a situation where a class is implementing an interface that 
contains one or more functions it will never use, it is a reliable indication 
that the interface should be split up into smaller pieces.  
 
It is perfectly acceptable to use an interface containing only one 
method rather than writing useless code just to satisfy the 
implementation.  
 

6.2.3.5 Dependency Inversion 
 
“Depend on abstraction, not concretions. “ [20] 
 
This rule means that high-level code should not depend on concrete 
implementations, rather it should depend on an abstraction. An 
example of this is the way that every Model in the project extends the 
Eloquent class. This allows the models to have no knowledge of how 
they actually interact with the database. In theory this could allow 
swapping of the database without any changes to the models 
themselves. 
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6.2.4 Benefits of Namespacing 
 
Namespacing has been used within the application to allow use of 
one class name in multiple locations. By taking advantage of the PSR-0 
standard classes using this convention can also benefit from 
autoloading. 

6.2.5 Server Configuration 
 
As stated previously in this report, the original intention was to host this 
project on the platform as a service (PaaS) cloud provider Pagoda 
Box.  
 
For much of the project’s development Pagoda Box was indeed used 
to host the live site, but eventually a number of limitations were 
discovered causing the search for an alternative platform.  
 
PaaS providers intend their services to be as simple to use as possible, 
and while this is often seen as an advantage, it also proved to be fairly 
limiting. More specifically there were not the configuration options in 
place to allow the application to perform efficiently, and the biggest 
limiting factor was that Pagoda Box provides no SSH access to the web 
instances. 
 
This was not an issue initially, but it soon became extremely limiting as 
the project progressed and increased in complexity. 
 
Eventually the decision was made to migrate the project to a cloud 
virtual private server delivered by Digital Ocean. This provided 
complete root access to the server allowing more specific 
configuration.  
 
One of the biggest advantages of using a service like Pagoda Box is 
deploying through the use of a git push. Luckily this could be achieved 
with the new server setup using a small piece of open source software 
called Dokku. By using Dokku the deployment process is still exactly the 
same as it was while using Pagada Box, you simply push any changes 
to the remote repository and Dokku will create a new container to hold 
the updated application, and remove the old one once everything is 
ready.1 
 

                                            
1 There was not much information on the web with regards to 
configuring Dokku to work with Laravel, so after succeeding in getting it 
to work a blog post was written to help others: 
http://blog.zefwebdesign.co.uk/dokku-laravel-digital-ocean/ 
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Other important server configuration details to note are the use of a 
Redis instance to handle sessions and caching, and the use of MariaDB 
which is a fork of the popular MySQL database. 

6.2.6 External Services & Libraries 
 
Roost makes use of a number of external services to provide certain 
functionality to parts of the application. Explanations of what some of 
these services are, why they have been used, and how they have 
been used follows. 

6.2.6.1 I ron.io – IronMQ 
 
IronMQ is a message queuing service that allows us to utilise queues in 
the application for processes that may take a significant amount of 
time. One example of this is sending emails. Without a queue system a 
user would be forced to wait for an email to send which can 
sometimes be a lengthy process, whereas instead the email can be 
added to a queue and processed asynchronously when resources 
become available. 
 

6.2.6.2 Papertrail  
 
Papertrail is a cloud log aggregation service. The decision was made 
to utilise Papertrail over traditional log files due to the application 
deployment process. As mentioned previously, when a new version of 
the application is deployed, a new container is created and the old 
one decommissioned. This means that logs would only ever persist 
between deployments.  
 
There are of course other ways this issue could be circumnavigated, 
but Papertrail provides a very convenient solution and a number of 
other benefits such as custom events, advanced search and an 
extremely accessible API. 
 

6.2.6.3 Mailgun 
 
Mailgun is an email service perfect for handling the sending of web 
application emails. Mailgun was chosen to provide email for Roost over 
a typical local mail server for a number of reasons. 
 
Firstly, although introducing another possible point of failure, by using 
an external service to handle emails a significant load is lifted from the 
main server, leaving it free to handle other important application 
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processes. It is unlikely that this would have caused much of an issue in 
the application’s infancy, but it is important to plan for the future. 
 
One of the other main reasons for choosing Mailgun was for the 
advanced features they provide such as tracking and analytics, 
validation and inbound routing.  
 
Inbound routing was particularly interesting because it means that 
users can reply to emails sent by the applications, and their responses 
processed and used within the application. For example a user can 
reply to an email generated by a message within the application, and 
have their reply show up inside also. 
 

6.2.6.4 PayPal 
 
Roost has been integrated with 
PayPal to allow housemates to 
settle debts between 
themselves quickly and easily. 
Users are presented with the 
option to pay a debt via PayPal 
when they record a payment in 
the application. 
 
If they decide to do so, the user 
is redirected to the PayPal site 
to complete the transaction, 
before being redirected back 

to Roost. 
 
To use the PayPal API to create 
a personal payment between two users (that incurs no fees) the 
application has to be first approved by a PayPal representative to 
ensure the API is not being abused. Roost was approved by PayPal on 
the second attempt, after imposing limits preventing users using PayPal 
to settle a debt if they had reached their weekly personal payment 
limit of  (US) $250.  
 

6.3  Application Eff iciency & Optimisations 
 
Continuously throughout this project planning for the future has been a 
theme. A very substantial part of this is application optimisation. 
Although a poorly optimised application will work fine with few users, as 
soon as the user base expands performance issues will arise. Web 
application and website optimisation in general are a very large topic, 

Figure 31 - The record a payment form with 
a pay by PayPal button 
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but here a number of optimisation techniques used in Roost will be 
demonstrated and explained. 

6.3.1 Caching 
 
One of the biggest performance bottlenecks in any application is 
writing or reading from the disk. The VPS used to host Roost makes use 
of solid state drives so this issue is alleviated somewhat, but even still it is 
important to try and minimise the number of read and writes an 
application performs to keep responses times fast. 
 
When the database is queried it is of course reading from the disk. On 
top of this, depending on the complexity of the query, a significant 
amount of processing may need to be performed to filter and retrieve 
the correct records.  
 
For common queries that are unlikely to provide new results often, it is 
possible to make use of caching to remove the need to hit the 
database every time the query is performed. A brief explanation of the 
caching process can be found below: 
 

1. When a query is performed the cache is first checked to see if 
the result is already there. If it is the value in the cache is returned 
instead of performing the query. If it is not, the query is performed 
as usual. 

2. The database query is performed as usual. 
3. The result of the query is stored in memory with a unique key. 
4. The entry in the cache is also given an expiry time. This is the 

period of time before the contents are refreshed. 
5. Next time the same query is performed, the contents of the 

cache will be used instead. 
6. It is possible to force the refresh of cache values if their 

underlying data changes at any point. 
 
Caching is used throughout Roost to prevent complex database 
queries being repeated needlessly. A Redis key value store is used as 
the caching system, and an example of it in use can be viewed below. 
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Figure 32 - An example of caching used within Roost 

6.3.2 Queuing 
 
Earlier in the report an explanation of why queuing is a useful feature 
was given, and again it is definitely an area that falls under 
optimisations. 
 
IronMQ works very simply and is easy to integrate into an application. 
When a job is pushed to a queue Roost uses IronMQ’s restful api to 
send details of the job to IronMQ’s servers where it is temporarily stored.  
 
IronMQ will then post the details of the job back to a route in Roost that 
will attempt to complete the job.  
 

 
Figure 33 - The definit ion of the route serving the mail queue 

This allows this job to be severed as a separate request to the one that 
spawned the job, in effect processing asynchronously. This means that 
the delay caused by processing this job will be concealed from the 
user, and instead the only entity being delayed by it will be IronMQ 
itself waiting to send the next job in the queue. 
 
In the event that a job in the queue can’t be processed straight away, 
IronMQ will continue to post to the queue route until it is serviced. 
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6.3.3 Eager Loading 
 
It has already been determined that for performance issues the 
database should be hit as little as possible. A common performance 
issue in web applications is referred to as the N+1 problem. This 
problem often occurs when loading related models from database. 
 
A good example of where this could be a problem in Roost is the bills 
page. The first model that needs to be retrieved will be the bill models 
themselves.  Using eloquent ORM to achieve this will generate a single 
SQL query that looks something like this: 
 

 
Figure 34 - SQL to retr ieve a home's bi l ls  from the database 

This is all fine so far, but now, on the bills view we need to display each 
bill’s next due date, and the amount it will be. Both of these values are 
stored as relations in separate tables. 
 
Below is an example of the loop in the bills view that features the N+1 
problem: 
 

 
Figure 35 - An example of the N+1 within a loop. Note that this code is not from 
Roost, and is s imply provided as a demonstration. 

In the example above for every bill that is displayed on the page, there 
are going to be another two database queries performed. One to 
retrieve the bill’s EventDate relation, and another to retrieve its 
BillAmounts relations. So in this situation there is actually an 2N+1 
problem. Where N is the total number of bills to be displayed. It is easy 
to see how this could have a significant performance impact, even 
with just 10 bills to display, 21 queries would be performed. 
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To get around this problem, Laravel’s Eager Loading feature is utilised. 
This allows us to load a model’s relations at the same time we retrieve 
the model using less queries.  
 

 
Figure 36 - Retr ieval of a home's bi l ls ,  along with each bi l ls  HouseEvent, and 
Bi l lAmount relations. 

In the example above a home’s bills are being retrieved, and at the 
same time HouseEvent and BillAmount relations are also loaded. In this 
particular example eager loading is also used to load the HouseEvent’s 
EventDate relations, and the BillAmount’s EventDate relation.  
 
The resulting SQL produced by this code would look something like the 
following: 
 

 
Figure 37 - A hypothetical example of the SQL queries performed after Eager 
loading 

It is now possible to see from the above SQL that now whatever the 
total amount of bills, the total number of SQL queries performed to load 
each bill and all of their relations will be four. The N+1 problem has 
been removed. 
 
When using eager loading like this with Eloquent, the models relations 
are automatically returned within their parent model allowing them to 
be used very easily. 
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Figure 38 - An example of a bi l l  returned in JSON format along with its relations, 
house_event and bi l l_amounts 

The above is an example of a single bill returned in JSON format after 
eager loading. Note that it contains an array of bill_amounts and a 
house_event object removing the need for the database to be 
queried again to retrieve these. 
 

6.4  Interface and HCI  
 
The front end of the application is arguably the most important part to 
the user. Here decisions relating to the front end will be explained. 

6.4.1 Animations  
 
As well as looking impressive, well-used animations can improve the 
overall user experience by drawing the user’s attention to the correct 
areas within an application, and by providing feedback to the user 
about elements loading and other interactions. 
 
Roost makes use of animations throughout the application for this 
purpose. Where possible CSS3 animations and transitions have been 
used over JavaScript because unlike JavaScript, animations performed 
using CSS3 can make use of hardware acceleration on some devices, 
resulting in extremely smooth and fluid animations. 
 
One common place animations are used to improve the usability of a 
web application are menus. Roost is no exception, and the main 
sidebar makes use of a CSS3 transition to provide the user with visual 
feedback with regards to which item they are hovering over. 
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Roost often makes use of animations when AJAX is also in use. A 
perfect example is adding a task. When adding a task using the form, 
the new task is posted to the server asynchronously, and then the 
server returns the result. Presuming everything went well the page will 
need to be updated to reflect the latest task. It is easy to append the 
new task to the list, but without animation it would not be improbable 
for the user to miss it updating. To avoid this an animation is used to 
have the new task fly down from the top of the page into its final 
position in the tasks list. This way it is considerably harder for the user to 
miss their task being added. 
 
Another prime use case is handling time sensitive data that does not 
need to exist on the page. For example, in multiple parts of the 
application the user will receive alerts towards the top of the page, 
providing them with feedback about actions they have just taken. 
These are only relevant for a short while after they appear, so it makes 
sense for them to be removed from the page. This is done elegantly 
using animations to fade them in and out. 
 

 
Figure 39 - An example of a temporary alert being displayed. 

 

6.4.2 Responsive Design 
 

The benefits of responsive design 
have already been discussed, and 
Roost is one hundred percent 
responsive allowing it to work 
perfectly on any screen size or 
configuration.  
 
To achieve a fully responsive layout 
Roost makes full use of the CSS 
framework Bootstrap. Bootstrap uses 
CSS media queries to determine the 
size of the viewport and adjust the 
size of elements accordingly.  
 
The layout will adjust based on four 
breakpoints. Devices with screens 
larger than 1200 pixels wide, medium 
devices with screens wider than 992 
pixels, small devices with screen wider 

Figure 40 - An example of the single 
column layout on the expenses 
page. This only occurs on the 
smallest devices. 
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than 768 pixels, and finally small devices with screens smaller than 768 
pixels.  
 
Above the largest breakpoint Bootstrap allows you to make use of a 
maximum of twelve columns. As the width of a device varies between 
two breakpoints the width of these columns simply increases and 
decreases to fill the screen. When the width becomes smaller and 
crosses a breakpoint boundary the layout will actually change. For 
example a page that originally had twelve columns may now only 
have six, and elements will become stacked allowing them to fit on the 
smaller page. 
 

 
Figure 41 - An example of the ful l  width layout on the expenses page. 

 

6.5  Application Progression & Iterations 
 
The application in its current form is the result of countless iterations and 
improvements, both in terms of the graphical design, and the 
underlying code.  
 

6.5.1 Implementing a calendar system 
 
Implementing a robust and flexible calendar system turned out to be 
one of the hardest challenges in producing Roost. As well as being 
required for its primary function as the calendar section within the 
application, the infrastructure powering the calendar would also be 
integral to the working of many other parts of the application such as 
sending reminder emails. 
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All of the issues discovered during the implementation of the calendar 
system revolved around recursion of events. For example an event 
occurs every Tuesday, or once a month. Allowing events to be stored 
with recursion in the system posed two main problems: 
 

• How do you store a recurring event efficiently in a database? 
• How do you allow for complex recursion rules? For example an 

event recurs on the 2nd Saturday of every other month? 
 
There are a number of different routes that can be taken with the first 
problem. The first is to simply store an entry in the database for each 
date the event recurs on. This works fine until an event is added without 
an end date. In theory this event would need infinite entries in a 
database. Of course this is not a good solution. 
 
Another much better solution is to store one entry of the recurring 
event, along with data about how it recurs. When the calendar is 
viewed this recurrence data can then be used to generate the event’s 
recurrences on the fly. This is a viable solution, but when working with a 
lot of events, it soon becomes very performance heavy to expand 
every recurrence rule, and it seems very inefficient to do this every time 
an event needs to be interacted with.  
 
The final solution decided on uses a combination of this dynamic 
generation, with something that almost resembles a cache. Events are 
now stored along with their recurrence rule, and their recurrences are 
generated only when needed. The difference this time is that once 
their recurrences have been generated, they are stored in the 
database in a separate table, linked with a foreign key to their parent 
event. This means the resource intensive generation is not required to 
happen very often. A partial entity relationship diagram for the 
calendar related tables can be seen in figure 42. 
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Figure 42 - A partial entity relationship diagram showing the calendar related 
tables. 

After deciding how events and their recurrences would be stored, it 
was time to work out how to handle storing and expand the 
recurrence rules. 
 
In initial versions of the application, PHP’s DateInterval class was used 
to generate the recurrences. A DateInterval object represents a period 
of time and can be added to a standard DateTime object to increase 
of decrease it’s date by that period. At first this seemed like the perfect 
solution.  
 
The recurrence period is passed to the DateInterval object as a string 
such as ‘P2W3D’ that would represent an interval of 2 weeks and three 
days. This string could be stored in the database along with the 
information about an event. 
 
While this solution did work, after testing a number of scenarios multiple 
problems were discovered: 
 

• DateInterval has no knowledge of the dates it is being added to. 
This results in it always using a value of 30 days for the period of 
one month. For example if you start on the 1st of February and 
add a DateInterval of one month, the resulting date would be 
around the 2nd of March because February only has 28 days. This 
alone made DateInterval unsuitable for this implementation. 

• Complex recurrence rules were extremely hard, or impossible to 
implement. For example there would be no way to say ‘Recurs 
on the 3rd Monday of every other month”. While a rule this 
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complex would rarely be needed, it could certainly come in 
useful when dealing with things like bills.  

 
These limitations meant that the original DateInterval implementation 
needed to be improved. To find a solution research was completed to 
find out how existing calendar applications resolve this problem. Before 
long the iCalendar format was discovered. iCalendar is a standardised 
format specifying how events and scheduling can be stored on the 
web. 
 
Specifically it was particularly interesting to look at iCalendar’s 
recurrence rule specification. iCalender’s recurring events contain an 
‘RRULE’ element. Like DateInterval this element stores the recurrence as 
a string such as ‘FREQ=DAILY;BYDAY=MO,TU,WE,TH,FR;COUNT=15’. 
Unlike the DateInterval solution, iCalendar’s RRULE allows much more 
complex rules to be stored.  
 
By basing Roost’s calendaring system off the iCalendar standard it 
would also allow the easy import of existing calendars 
from places like Google Calendar. Fortunately 
because iCalendar is a standardised format it also 
meant that there were a number of open source PHP 
packages available that would handle the import of 
existing calendars, and handle expanding the 
extremely complex recurrence rules.  
 

6.5.2 Displaying data effectively 
 
Roost is a data heavy application, and it would be 
extremely easy to overwhelm the user. Throughout the 
development of Roost one of the biggest challenges 
has been working out how to display the data users 
have entered in a way that is clear and useful. This 
means that the layout and design of the application 
has gone through countless iterations. 
 
One great example of the application improving 
through iterations is the way expenses and debts are 
displayed. 
 
In very early versions of the application, expenses and 
debts were treated separately and displayed in a list 
format as can be seen in figure [43]. 
 
After testing this format was found inadequate. When 
the number of expenses increased the debts were Figure 43 - An early display 

of expenses and debts 
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pushed further down the page, and it was hard and confusing to work 
out who owed what, and why they owed that money.  
 
After rethinking how expenses and debts should be displayed, it 
seemed logical that because they are directly related to each other, 
they should be displayed together. This would make it much easier for 
the user to understand what exactly it is they owe money for, and 
should increase the information density. 
 
In the most recent iteration, a table is used to display expenses and 
debts together. Each expense is placed on its own row, and then every 
housemate has a column where they can see how much they owe for 
each expense. Extra details that are not instantly necessary are hidden 
behind tooltips that appear if you hover over the expense information. 
 

 
Figure 44 - The improved expenses table provides a much clearer way of viewing 
debts and expenses. 

7.  Testing 
 
Testing has been a huge part of this project and has lead to the 
creation of an application that is intuitive to use, and reliable. A variety 
of white box and black box tests have been conducted throughout 
this project. 
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7.1  Test Driven Development 
 
Test driven development (TTD) has been integral to the development 
process. Every method in all the application’s controllers and models 
has at least one test. The majority of helper classes and methods also 
have tests.  
 
In total (at the time of writing) there are 198 tests, and 473 assertions in 
the test suite, and these tests include unit tests the test small areas of 
functionality, and integration tests that utilise different parts of the code 
in conjunction to check they work together. 
 

 
Figure 45 - A screen shot from the terminal output after running Roost's test suite. 

 
Tests are performed using the PHPUnit library, and whenever an 
interaction with the database is required within a test, an in memory 
SQLite database is used in place of a MySQL database stored on the 
hard drive to increase speed. 
 
Besides enforcing good code quality and reliability, there have been a 
number of points during development where TTD has proven hugely 
beneficial.  
 
One such occasion was during a refactoring of how users’ balances 
were calculated. Until fairly late in development, balances were 
calculated dynamically by retrieving all debts between the two users in 
question, and summing the totals. Then all payments between the users 
were retrieved and removed from the total debts. 
 
This method worked fine but was becoming inefficient quickly when 
the amount of debts and payments increased. This issue could be 
solved through caching, but during user testing another limitation was 
discovered when a user requested the ability to reset their balances. 
 
To reset the balances using the old system would require the deletion 
of all past debts and payments. Of course, this was not ideal, so the 
application was refactored to make use of a new table, ‘balances’, 
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that would hold the current balance between two users, but more 
importantly contained a ‘last_reset’ column highlighting the point at 
which this balance is calculated from, allowing older debts and 
payments to be disregarded, and balances to be zeroed without 
deleting old data.  
 
As mentioned, this change was made late into development and 
required quite a large change of the code base. Fortunately, because 
unit tests already existed for all expense and debt related classes within 
the application, these large code changes could be implemented 
with the confidence that they wouldn’t break the application as long 
as all the tests continued to pass. 

7.2  User Testing, Feedback and Result ing Alterations 
 

7.2.1 Usabil ity Tests 
 
As well as receiving feedback from the users that were given early 
access to Roost, formal usability tests were also conducted to find out 
how easy the application was to use, and what improvements should 
be made. 
 
Test users were asked to complete a number of tasks using the 
application while being observed and timed. Notes were then 
recorded on problems that the users faced while using the applications 
and other relevant observations.  
 
Five different users completed each task, which according to 
respected research should be enough to discover 85% of usability 
problems. [23] 
 
The raw data collected from these usability tests can be found in the 
appendix section 8.1.  
 

7.2.1.1 Summary of Findings 
 
Overall the tests proved to be very positive, and no major problems 
were encountered by any of the participants. Despite this, a number of 
areas were highlighted as needing improvement. 
 
In general participants performance improved as they completed 
more tasks. This is a positive observation, as it suggests that after the 
participants overcame the applications initial learning curve, they 
began to anticipate how other features would work, and where 
certain areas are located. This is a benefit of designing consistently.  
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In particular it was noted that the entire site could benefit from front-
end form validation. At the time of testing validation was only 
performed server side, allowing the user to make mistakes in forms and 
submit them before being notified.  While the application did still 
function as intended, users became frustrated with having to refill 
forms, and it sometimes lead to confusion. Front-end validation would 
lead to the user being notified of their mistakes before submitting the 
form. 
 
Below is a list of other alterations that were made following user testing: 
 
A ‘sign up without Facebook” l ink was added below the 
main ‘Sign up with Facebook’ button on the websites 
landing page. 
 

 
Figure 47 - After usabil ity test ing 

 
The create home form is now split into two sections with 
instructions to prevent users becoming confused about what 
the ‘Home Name’ field was in relation to the address f ields. 
 

 
Figure 48 - The create home form before usabil ity test ing 

 

Figure 46 - Before usabil ity test ing 
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Figure 49 - Step 1 of the create home form after usabil ity test ing 

 

 
Figure 50 - Step two of the create home form after usabil ity test ing 

 
Balances on the individual user page are now much more 
prominent and easier to spot. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A pay button can now be seen on an individual’s overview 
page if the current user owes them money. A record 
payment button, and remind button can now be seen on an 
individual’s overview page if they owe the current user 
money. 

Figure 52 - Balance on individual 
user page before usabil ity test ing 

Figure 51 - Balance on 
individual user page after 
usabil ity test ing 
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Re-wording of ‘Total Amount’ to ‘amount’ on bil ls creation 
form.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

All buttons now switch to a loading state after being pressed 
if they do indeed require something to load. This prevents 
double clicks causing errors. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Added a tooltip explaining what the remind toggle switch 
does on the event creation form. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 54 - The balance area 
before adding buttons 

Figure 53 - The balance 
area after adding remind 
and paid buttons 

Figure 56 - The input f ield before 
usabil ity tests 

Figure 55 - The same field after 
usabil ity tests 

Figure 58 - A 
cl icked button 
looked no different 
to an unlicked 
button before 
testing. 

Figure 57 - After 
test ing the buttons 
display a loading 
state after being 
cl icked. 

Figure 60 - The remind 
toggle before. 

Figure 59 - The hovered remind toggle 
after 
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Added a colour key to the calendar explaining what each 
colour represents. 
 

 
Figure 61 - The bottom of the calendar area before user test ing. 

 
Figure 62 - The bottom of the calendar with key. You can now also f i l ter the 
calendar by event type. 

 
A tooltip has now been added to the ‘Assign House Mate’ 
toggle on the task creation form. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Font end validation was added to all forms on the site to 
prevent the user from submitting a form with errors. 
 

Figure 64 - The auto assign 
toggle before testing 

Figure 63 - The auto assign 
toggle after test ing 
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Figure 65 - An example of the new front end validation providing a user with 
feedback as they complete a form 

 
The datepickers used across the site now hide themselves 
after a user has selected a date. 
 

7.2.2 Tutorials 
 
As noted during the user tests, participants often searched around a 
page for the element they were looking for. It was also noted that users 
performed better in later tests after they had ‘learned’ how the 
application might work.  
 
To prevent needless searching and aid a user’s learning, interactive 
tutorials were added to the application. The first time a user enters a 
section of the site, they will be presented with an interactive tutorial 
explaining what the various features do, and how to use them.  
 
The tutorials darken the rest of the page to make sure the user is only 
focusing on one element at a time, and are progressed through step 
by step. These tutorials greatly reduce the learning curve and hopefully 
will prevent the user from needing to guess how to complete tasks.  
 
The site does also contain a help section, with frequently asked 
questions, but not one participant in the tutorial decided to use this 
even though they were informed it was there when they had issues. For 
this reason these tutorials should be preferable as they are quick and 
easy, and do not require much thought from the user to use. 
 
Each tutorial can be played again at any point by clicking the ‘Play 
Tutorial” link that is at the top right of each major section on the site. 
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7.2.3 Acceptance Testing 
 
Near the end of this project a complete acceptance test was 
conducted to check how well Roost fulfilled the initial specification.  To 
complete the test, each point from the original specification was 
examined and then Roost was used in a white box fashion to see if the 
point was implemented.  
 
Each point was either classed as fulfilled or not fulfilled, and in cases 
where it was not, an explanation was given. Full results can be seen in 
tabular form in the appendix section 8.2. 
 
Out of the 51 specification points considered in this review, the 
application fully fulfilled 45 of these points. The remaining points were 
dropped after reconsidering how the application should work during 
development. In particular, in the original specification it was stated 
there would be a dedicated area for managing the purchase and 
scheduling of house hold items such as washing up liquid. After 
implementing the tasks and chores section it became obvious that this 
addition was not needed as this could easily be managed using the 
tasks and chores section. Adding a dedicated section would have 
added unnecessary feature duplication.  
 
 
 

Figure 66 - An example of a tutorial in the expenses section. 
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7.3  Final Design, Architecture & Technology Overview 
 

7.4  Application Design 
 
This section contains screenshots of most of the main pages within the 
application for quick reference. 
 

 
Figure 67 - Sign up page 

 
Figure 68 - Create home page 

 
Figure 69 - My home page 

 

Figure 70 - Landing page 
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Figure 71 - Bi l ls  page 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 73 - Tasks page 

 
 

Figure 72 - Dashboard 

Figure 74 - Calendar page 
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Figure 75 - User profi le/sett ings page 

Figure 76 - User overview page 
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7.5  Class Diagram 
 
The following class diagram shows each of the models in the 
application. Some relationships have been left out to simplify the 
diagram.  
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7.6  Activity Diagrams 
 
Below are a number of activity diagrams that were used during 
development to define how certain processes in the application would 
take place. 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 78 - Payment activity diagram 

 

 
Figure 79 - Bi l l  Delete Activity Diagram

Figure 77 - User s ign up activity diagram 
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8.  Conclusion & Evaluation 
 

8.1  Project Success 
 
Early on in this report the overall aim of this project was stated as the 
following: 

The overall aim of this project is to build a tool that 
simplif ies and alleviates some of the problems faced 
by students l iving in shared accommodation.  
 
It is now not unreasonable to say that the web application produced 
fulfils this expectation extremely well, and will hopefully become a 
useful tool for many students living across the country. 
 
The current state of the web application fits very closely with the 
original drafted specification, and although there are some 
differences, these have come about as the result of an agile 
development process, iterative design, and user feedback, so are 
hopefully for the better. 
 
User tests proved extremely positive, and any issues that were 
discovered have been improved upon as a result. Likewise the full 
acceptance test conducted showed that the application fulfilled 45 
out of the 51 original specification points, and those that were not 
fulfilled always had reasoning as to why. 
 
The design of the application has also received praise from some 
prominent icons in the web development community including Taylor 
Otwell, a leading figure of the PHP community and the creator of the 
Laravel framework. 
 

 
 

8.2  Future 
 
Roost will never be finished. Like most applications there are endless 
ways to continually improve, add more features, and refine old ones. 
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Development will continue, but there will now be a strong focus on 
trying to increase Roost’s user base. 
 
Roost is a free application, so it will be advertised through a number of 
student avenues such as forums, student unions, housing associations, 
and more. As well as the standard routes of advertising such search 
engines and physical media. 
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9.  Appendix 
 
Here you will find extra information that was considered supercilious to 
the main report content, or was impractical to include within the body 
of the report. 
 

9.1  Usabil ity test tasks and results 
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;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(

D( K#R!

H+('(%;;F!9(880,!'.0!
*%F90+'!27''3+!3+!'.0!
0C*0+808G!*%<0!:0+'!'3!
780&!3/0&/(0:!*%<0!
%<%(+G!27'!'.0&0!:%8!+3!
*%F90+'!27''3+!'.0&05!
T%8!=%&!'33!.%&,5!!

>!*%F90+'!27''3+!8.37;,!20!
*&080+'!3+!'.0!(+,(/(,7%;!
780&!3/0&/(0:!*%<085!!

E( @I!

E3'!'33!9%+F!(88708G!
'334!%!:.(;0!'3!=(+,!'.0!
*%(,!27''3+!,3:+!'.0!
0C*0+808!*%<05!

$%F!27''3+!)37;,!20!9%,0!
93&0!*&39(+0+'5!$7''(+<!('!
%23/0!'.0!=3;,!:37;,!%;83!
9%40!('!93&0!32/(3785!

F( MD!

E3!*&32;0985!?0%&).0,!
=3&!%!8.3&'!'(90!3+!'.0!
0C*0+808!*%<05!

E3+05!

G( D@!

E3!*&32;0985!N.0!780&!
0C*0)'0,!'.0!&0)0(/0,!
*%F90+'!27''3+!'3!20!
);380!'3!'.0!9%40!
*%F90+'!27''3+5!

E3+05!

H( DK!

E3!*&32;0985!>='0&!'.0!
*&0/(378!'08'!'.%'!'.(8!
780&!=37+,!).%;;0+<(+<G!
'.0F!.%,!;0%&+'!:.0&0!
'.(8!27''3+!9(<.'!205!

E3+05!

A@+$#
'+(

RR! ! !
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!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(#11(#(5%::("*#"($+2/$0(
,)&"*:K()&("*+(D0"()I("*+(,)&"*.(#&1(%0(LFM(-)/&107(

! ! ! !
80+$(

9%,+(")(2),-:+"+(
;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(

D( KD! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!

E( @K!

E3!*&32;0985!>;'.37<.!
)3990+'0,!'.%'!'.0F!
:0&0+-'!87&0!(=!'.0!
:3&,(+<!-N3'%;!%937+'-!
90%+'!'.0!879!3=!%;;!
'.0!2(;;85!

B.%+<0!-N3'%;!>937+'-!'3!
->937+'-5!

F( K#! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!
G( MD! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!
H( D@! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!

A@+$#
'+(

M@!
!!

! 
!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(1+:+"+(#&(+J%0"%&'(5%::7(

! ! ! !
80+$(

9%,+(")(2),-:+"+(
;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(

D( ""!

O%,!+3!(88708G!27'!
84(**0,!&(<.'!*%880,!
'.0!2(;;!,0;0'(3+!
3*'(3+85!

E3+05!?4(**(+<!'.0!
)3+=(&9%'(3+!'0C'!(8+-'!%!
.7<0!(8870!%8!'.0!,0=%7;'!
,0;0'0!'F*0!:(;;!20!).380+5!
N.0!'0C'!(8!%;&0%,F!);0%&!%+,!
*0&=0)';F!(+!/(0:!83!(=!%!780&!
).3808!'3!(<+3&0!('!'.0&0!(8!
+3'!%!;3'!'.%'!)%+!20!,3+05!

E( KD!

E3!*&32;0985!Z0%,!
'.&37<.!'.0!
)3+=(&9%'(3+!*%<0!
%+,!7+,0&8'33,5!

E3+05!

F( "K!

L372;0!);()40,!3+!
)3+=(&9!:.().!)%780,!
%+!0&&3&5!W'.0&!'.%+!
'.%'!+3!(887085!

N.0!27''3+8!+00,!'3!20!
,(8%2;0,!%8!833+!%8!'.0F!
.%/0!200+!);()40,!%+,!'.0!
&0J708'!80+'!'3!*&0/0+'!%!
,372;0!);()4!3))7&&(+<5!

G( MD!

E3!*&32;0985!?*0+'!%!
:.(;0!&0%,(+<!'.0!
,0;0'0!)3+=(&9%'(3+!
*%<05!

E3+05!
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H( M@!

H+('(%;;F!);()40,!'.0!2(;;!
0,('!27''3+!'.%'!(8!
,(&0)';F!+0C'!'3!'.0!
,0;0'0!3+05![7()4;F!
&0%;(80,!'.0(&!0&&3&G!
:0+'!2%)4!%+,!=37+,!
'.0!,0;0'0!27''3+5!

E3+05!

A@+$#'
+(

KM! ! !

 
!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(,)1%IK("*+(#,)/&"()I(
#&(+J%0"%&'(5%::7(

! ! ! !
80+$(

9%,+(")(2),-:+"+(
;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(

D( "@! E3!(887085! E3+05!

E( DK!

E3!*&32;098G!&0%,!
'.&37<.!'.0!
)3+=(&9%'(3+!*%<08!
%<%(+!%+,!7+,0&8'33,!
(+8'&7)'(3+85!

E3+05!

F( "@! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;! E3+05!

G( @#!

>))(,0+';F!%,,0,!%!
)399%!'3!'.0!2(;;!
%937+'!(+8'0%,!3=!%!
*0&(3,5!\%;(,%'(3+!
=%(;0,!%='0&!8729('!%+,!
%+!0&&3&!9088%<0!
0C*;%(+0,!'.0!*&32;09!
:.().!'.0F!=(C0,!%+,!
)3+'(+70,5!

1&3+'!0+,!/%;(,%'(3+!)37;,!
.%/0!*&0/0+'0,!'.(85!

H( K@!

E3!*&32;0985!O%/(+<!
);()40,!3+!'.(8!27''3+!
%))(,0+';F!(+!'.0!
*&0/(378!'%84G!'.0F!
4+0:!0C%)';F!:.0&0!('!
:%85!

E3+05!

A@+$#
'+(

KI! ! !
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!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(#11(#(0%&':+(+@+&"(")(
"*+(2#:+&1#$(

! ! ! !
80+$(

9%,+(")(
2),-:+"+(;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(

D( "@! E3!*&32;098!! E3+05!

E( IR!

O%,!+3!*&32;098!
=(+,(+<!.3:!'3!%,,!%+!
0/0+'5!L0)(,0,!'3!%,,!
%+!0/0+'!'.%'!:%8+-'!%;;!
,%FG!%+,!'.0+!3+;F!
(+80&'0,!%!8'%&'!'(905!
N.0!0+,!'(90!:%8!+3'!
7*,%'0,!)3&&0)';F!83!
,(,+-'!*%88!/%;(,%'(3+!
%+,!'.0!780&!:%8!
8.3:+!%+!0&&3&5!N.0F!
'.0+!=(C0,!'.0!(88705!

1(C!'.(8!27<5!T.0+!'.0!780&!
80;0)'8!%!8'%&'!'(90!2F!,0=%7;'!
'.0!0+,!'(90!8.37;,!20!3+0!
.37&!%='0&!'.0!8'%&'!'(905!

F( "I! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;! E3+05!

G( D@!

E3!*&32;0985!N.0F!,(,!
8'%'0!'.%'!'.0!&09(+,!
'3<<;0!8:(').!8.37;,!
0C*;%(+!:.%'!('!,3085!

?.37;,!%,,!%!'33;'(*!3+!.3/0&!
8'%'(+<!('!80+,8!%+,!09%(;!
3+0!,%F!20=3&05!

H( MD!

E3!*&32;0985!
B3990+'0,!('!:3&48!
0C%)';F!;(40!8'%+,%;3+0!
)%;0+,%&85!

E3+05!

A@+$#
'+(

DK! ! !
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!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(1+:+"+(#&(+J%0"%&'(
+@+&"(%&("*+(2#:+&1#$(

! ! ! !
80+$(

9%,+(")(2),-:+"+(
;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(

D( "M!

N&(0,!!'3!,372;0!);()4!
0/0+'G!27'!3'.0&!'.%+!
'.%'!+3!(887085!

E3+05!

E( "D! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;5! E3+0!
F( R! E3!(887085! E3+05!

G( MK!

H+('(%;;F!);()40,!3+!%!2(;;!
(+8'0%,!3=!%+!0/0+'5!
W+)0!'.0F!=37+,!%+!
0/0+'!.%,!+3!'&372;05!

N.0!)%;0+,%&!+00,8!%!)3;37&!
40F5!

H( "S! E3!*&32;095! E3+05!
A@+$#
'+(

"S! ! !

 
!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(#11(#(0%&':+("#06(1/+(
I)$("3)(1#K0("%,+7(

! ! ! !
80+$(

9%,+(")(
2),-:+"+(;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(

D( "I! E3!*&32;098! E3+05!
E( K"! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!
F( "@! E3!*&32;098! E3+05!

G( K#!

E3!9%Q3&!*&32;0985!
>='0&!80;0)'(+<!%!,%'0!
78(+<!'.0!,%'0!*()40&!
'.0F!0C*0)'0,!'.0!
*()40&!'3!,(8%**0%&!
%='0&!80;0)'(+<!%!,%'05!!

U%40!'.0!,%'0*()40&!
,(8%**0%&!%='0&!80;0)'(+<!%!
,%'05!

H( K@! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!
A@+$#
'+(

K#! ! !
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!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(#11(#($+2/$$%&'("#06.(
#&1(#/"),#"%2#::K(#00%'&(#(*)/0+,#"+(

! ! ! !
80+$(

9%,+(")(2),-:+"+(
;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(

D( MK!

E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;G!
%;'.37<.!80090,!'3!
%88790!'.0F!:37;,!20!
%2;0!'3!9%+7%;;F!%88(<+!
%!.37809%'05!

N.0!:3&,(+<!3=!'.0!%88(<+!
.3780!9%'0!'3<<;0!8:(').!
8.37;,!20!9%,0!93&0!);0%&5!
>!'33;'(*!)37;,!20!780,!'3!
0C*;%(+!:.%'!:(;;!.%**0+!3+!
.3/0&5!

E( SR!

E3!(88708G!%;'.37<.!
%<%(+!0C*0)'0,!'3!
9%+7%;;F!%88(<+!
.37809%'08!'3!%!'%845!

?%90!%8!%23/05!

F( KK!

E3!*&32;0985!L(,+-'!
8009!)3+=780,!2F!%7'3!
%88(<+5!

E3+05!

G( DS!

B39*;0'0,!'.0!'%84!
87))088=7;;FG!27'!'.0!
8'%&'!,%'0!'.0F!80;0)'0,!
:%8!20=3&0!'3,%F-8!
,%'05!

H'!9(<.'!20!%+!(,0%!'3!3+;F!
%;;3:!,%'08!%='0&!3&!0J7%;!'3!
'.0!)7&&0+'!,%'05!

H( KA! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!
A@+$#
'+(

MI! ! !
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!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(,#$6(#("#06(#0(
2),-:+"+(

! ! ! !80+$( 9%,+(")(2),-:+"+(;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(
D( @! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;! E3+05!
E( I! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;! E3+05!
F( D! E3!*&32;098! E3+05!
G( @! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!
H( A! E3!*&32;0985! E3+05!

A@+$#'+( S!
! ! 

!"#$"%&'()&("*+(1#0*5)#$1.("*+(/0+$(0*)/:1(#11(#(*)/0+(,+00#'+(

! ! ! !80+$( 9%,+(")(2),-:+"+(;0<( =)"+0>?50+$@#"%)&0( A2"%)&(B+C/%$+1(
D( KS! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;5! E3+05!
E( KR! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;5! E3+05!
F( "#! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;5! E3+05!
G( "D! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;5! E3+05!
H( M"! E3!*&32;098!%'!%;;5! E3+05!

A@+$#'+( KK!
! ! 

 

9.2  Review against original specif ication 
 
Original Spec Point Fulf i l led? Comments 
!"#$%&&'()%*(+,$-"+.'/$
%''+0$.-#1-$*+$-(2,$.&$%,/$
)1#%*#$%,$%))+.,*3 

Yes  

!"#$%&&'()%*(+,$-"+.'/$
&1+4(/#$.-#1-$0(*"$%$0%5$
*+$/#'#*#$*"#(1$%))+.,*3 

Yes On my profile page. 

!"#$%&&'()%*(+,$-"+.'/$
&1+4(/#$.-#1-$0(*"$%$0%5$
*+$6%,%2#$*"#(1$%))+.,*$
%,/$*"#$/%*%$1#'%*#/$*+$(*3 

Yes One my profile page. 

!"#$%&&'()%*(+,$-"+.'/$
&1+4(/#$.-#1-$0(*"$%$0%5$
*+$1#&+1*$(--.#-$%,/$
&1+7'#6-3 

Yes Using Uservoice 

!"#$%&&'()%*(+,$-"+.'/$
&1+4(/#$.-#1-$0(*"$%$0%5$

Yes Using Uservoice 
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*+$1#8.#-*$9#%*.1#-$%,/$
(6&1+4#6#,*-3 

!"#$%&&'()%*(+,$-"+.'/$
&1+4(/#$.-#1-$0(*"$%$0%5$
*+$1#)+4#1$'+-*$&%--0+1/-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
1#)+1/$-"%1#/$#;&#,-#-<$
%,/$#;&#,-#-$*"#5$"%4#$
&%(/$9+1$+,$7#"%'9$+9$
%,+*"#1$"+.-#$6#67#1$+1$
%''$"+.-#$6#67#1-3 

Yes 
 

 

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
-##$*"#$-"%1#/$#;&#,-#-$+9$
%''$"+.-#$6#67#1-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$-##$
0"()"$"+.-#$6#67#1-$
+0#$*"#6$6+,#5<$%,/$9+1$
0"%*$#;&#,-#3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
-##$0"()"$"+.-#$6#67#1-$
*"#5$+0#$6+,#5<$%,/$9+1$
0"()"$#;&#,-#3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
#/(*$+1$/#'#*#$1#)+1/#/$
#;&#,-#-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
-##$%$).6.'%*(4#$*+*%'$+9$
*"#$6+,#5$*"#5$+0#$%,/$
%1#$+0#/3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$&1+4(/#/$
0(*"$%$0%5$*+$1#6(,/$
+*"#1$"+.-#$6#67#1-$+9$
*"#(1$/#7*-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
)1#%*#$%$="+.-#>$(,$0"()"$
*"#(1$1#%'$'(9#$"+.-#$
6#67#1-$)%,$*"#,$7#$
(,4(*#/$*+$?+(,3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$
(,4(*#$"+.-#$6#67#1-$*+$

Yes  
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-(2,.&$0(*"$*"#$
%&&'()%*(+,<$%,/$*"#,$?+(,$
*"#(1$"+.-#3 

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
1#6+4#$.-#1-$91+6$*"#(1$
="+.-#>3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
#/(*$*"#(1$"+.-#$/#*%('-3 

Yes  

@$.-#1$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
1#)+1/$%$1#).11(,2$7(''3 

Yes  

!"#$%&&'()%*(+,$-"+.'/$
1#6(,/$*"#$.-#1-$%7+.*$%,$
.&)+6(,2$1#).11(,2$7(''$(,$
%/4%,)#3 

Yes  

!"#$"%"&'()*%+#%,+)#%-'%
"##%,%&."-'$/%'0%-&#.$%
&'("#&')*%+.))"1 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
/#'#*#$1#)+1/#/$1#).11(,2$
7(''-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
%//$%$'(-*$+9$1#&#%*(,2$
"+.-#"+'/$)"+1#-$%,/$
*%-A-3 

Yes  

:-#-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
/#'#*#$%,/$#/(*$)"+1#-$%,/$
*%-A-$*"%*$"%4#$7##,$
#,*#1#/3 

Yes  

!"#$-5-*#6$-"+.'/$9%(1'5$
%--(2,$*"#-#$*%-A-$*+$
"+.-#$6#67#1-$+,$%$
1+*%*(,2$7%-(-3 

Yes  

!"#$"%"&'()*%+#%
$#2.3*#*%'0%(45'2.36%
5&'$#"%'$%-,"7"%-&,-%&,8#%
+##3%,"".63#*%-'%-&#21 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
1#)+1/$+,)#$%$*%-A$"%-$

Yes  
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7##,$)+6&'#*#/3 

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
1#&+1*$%,+*"#1$.-#1$9+1$
,+*$)+6&'#*(,2$%$*%-A3 

No There was no need to 
implement this as it is 
obvious when a user 
hasn’t completed a 
task as it can be seen 
in the tasks area. 

@$"+.-#"+'/$-"+.'/$7#$
%7'#$*+$+&*B(,$*+$%$
&.,(-"6#,*$+1$9+19#(*$
-5-*#6$*"%*$0(''$
1#&1(6%,/$.-#1-$9+1$,+*$
)+6&'#*(,2$*"#(1$%--(2,#/$
*%-A-3 

No After discussions with 
users it was decided 
this feature would 
overcomplicate the 
system and was not 
needed. Also there 
were moral issues 
regarding how the 
forfeits might be 
implemented. 

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
"(2"'(2"*$0"#,$%,$(*#6$(-$
,##/#/$%,/$*"#$.-#1$
1#8.(1#/$*+$6%A#$*"#$
&.1)"%-#$0(''$7#$,+*(9(#/3 

Partially Explained above 

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$
,+*(95$*"#$-5-*#6$+,)#$
*"#5$"%4#$&.1)"%-#/$%,$
(*#63 

Yes  

!"#$.-#1$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
%//$"+.-#$#4#,*-$*+$*"#$
)%'#,/%1$*"%*$%1#$
4(#0%7'#$75$%''$"+.-#$
6#67#1-3 

Yes  

!"#$.-#1$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
4(#0$*"#$)%'#,/%1$(,<$
6+,*"'5<$0##A'5$%,/$/%5$
4(#0-3 

Yes  

C%-*$#;&#,-#-<$&%-*$%,/$
.&)+6(,2$"+.-#"+'/$7(''-$
%,/$.&)+6(,2$)"+1#-$
-"+.'/$7#$4(-(7'#$0"#,$
'++A(,2$%*$*"#$)%'#,/%13 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$"%4#$*"#$
+&*(+,$+9$%//(,2$*"#(1$
:,(4#1-(*5$*(6#*%7'#$*+$

Yes Any calendar in ics 
format can be 
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*"#$)%'#,/%13 imported. 

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
(/#,*(95$0"()"$"+.-#$
6#67#1-$%//#/$%,$#4#,*$
*+$*"#$)%'#,/%13 

$

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
1#)+1/$&%56#,*-$6%/#$*+$
-#**'#$/#7*-$*+$+*"#1$
"+.-#6%*#-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
/#'#*#$%,/$#/(*$1#)+1/#/$
&%56#,*-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
/(-&.*#$&%56#,*-$*"%*$
*"#5$7#'(#4#$*"#5$"%4#$,+*$
1#)#(4#/3 

No After discussions with 
users it was decided 
that this feature was 
not necessary and 
would clutter the 
interface. Users should 
resolve disputes 
between themselves. 
This would also be a 
rare occurrence so it 
did not seem a 
worthwhile feature to 
add. 

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$2(4#,$*"#$
+&*(+,$+$%))#&*$&%56#,*-<$
%,/$6%A#$*"#6$.-(,2$
C%5C%'3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
-##$%''$&%-*$&%56#,*-$*"#5$
"%4#$6%/#3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
%//$%$'(-*$+9$1#&#%*#/'5$
,##/#/$"+.-#"+'/$(*#6-$
-.)"$%-$*+('#*$&%&#1$+1$
-+%&$#*)3 

Partially Originally a specific 
section for this area 
was intended. After 
consideration it was 
decided that this 
could easily be 
managed with the 
chores and tasks 
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section. A dedicated 
area would have 
caused feature 
duplication.  

!"#$%&&'()%*(+,$-"+.'/$
&1+4(/#$*"#$.-#1-$0(*"$%$
1+*%$-&#)(95(,2$0"+-#$
*.1,$(*$(-$*+$7.5$%,$(*#6$
,#;*3 

Partially A above, 
implemented through 
chores and tasks. 

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
&+-*$,+*#-$*+$%$6#--%2#$
7+%1/$*"%*$0(''$7#$4(-(7'#$
*+$%''$+*"#1$"+.-#$
6#67#1-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
1#&'5$*+$,+*#-$&+-*#/3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$
/#'#*#$,+*#-3 

Yes  

:-#1-$-"+.'/$7#$%7'#$*+$-#*$
%,$#;&(15$/%*#$9+1$,+*#-$-+$
*"%*$*"#5$%1#$1#6+4#/$
91+6$*"#$7+%1/$
%.*+6%*()%''5$%9*#1$%$
)#1*%(,$&#1(+/$+9$*(6#3 

Yes  

!"#$0#7$%&&'()%*(+,$
-"+.'/$0+1A$(,$D,*#1,#*$
E;&'+1#1$FG<$H++2'#$
I"1+6#<$J+K(''%$L(1#9+;$
%,/$M%9%1(3 

Yes  

!"#$-(*#$-"+.'/$7#$
1#-&+,-(4#$%''$*"#$0%5$
/+0,$*+$%$6+7('#$-)1##,$
1#-+'.*(+,3 

Yes  

!"#$0#7-(*#$-"+.'/$1.,$
-6++*"'5$#4#,$+,$'+0#1$
&+0#1#/$/#4()#-3 

Yes  

C%2#$'+%/$*(6#$-"+.'/$7#$
A#&*$*+$%$6(,(6.6$*+$
1#/.)#$*"#$7%,/0(/*"$
1#8.(1#/$75$.-#1-3 

Yes  
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!"#$21%&"()%'$.-#1$
(,*#19%)#$-"+.'/$7#$
.,(,*(6(/%*(,2$%,/$#%-5$
*+$.-#3$!"#$/#-(2,$6.-*$7#$
)'#%,$%,/$&'#%-(,2$*+$*"#$
#5#3 

Yes  
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